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On March 10, 1986, it was discovered that both trains of Turbine Trip on
Reactor Trip circuitry were inoperable. The Train B circuit was inoperable
due to a blown fuse and the Train A circuit was inoperable due to an
insufficiently tightened wire on the trip relay. The fuse was replaced,
and the terminal lug was tightened to correct the problem. Further
investigation revealed that the Turbine Trip on High-High Steam Generator
water level and Turbine Trip on Safety Injection circuits were also
inoperable due to the blown fuse and insufficiently tightened wire. Unit I
was in Mode 3, Hot Standby, at the time this incident was discovered.

Cause Coc'e X, Other, is assigned to this incident due to the failure of the
fuse in Train B Turbina Trip circuitry. Cause Code B, Design,
Manufacturing, Construction / Installation, is assigned due to Train A trip
relay having a wire improperly installed on one of its terminals.

This incident is reportable pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73, Section (a)(2)(1)(B).
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BACKGROUND

The Main Turbine Instrumentation and Control (ITE) System (EIIS:TA)
provides the necessary monitoring and control to ensure safe and efficient
operation of the turbine generator. It is interfaced with the Reactor Trip
Breakers to trip the turbine immediately after a reactor trip. Also, by
use of the same circuitry, the contact from Solid State Protection System
(SSPS) (EIIS:JE) relay K621 causes the Turbine to trip on High-High Steam
Generator (S/G) Level and on a Safety Injection signal. Two trains of
turbine trip circuitry are provided for redundancy.

The Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCO) of Technical Specification
(Tech Spec) Section 3.3.2 for Turbine Trip on Reactor Trip state that with
one train inoperable, restore the inoperable channel to operable status
within 48 hours or begin plant shutdown. If this LCO cannot be met, as in
the case with both trains of Turbine Trip on Reactor Trip inoperable, the
provisions of Tech Spec 3.0.3 apply. This section states that action shall
be initiated within one hour to place the unit in a mode in which the
specification does not apply.

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT

On December 20,1985, at 1347:25 hours, a reactor trip occurred due to a
malfunction of a Feedwater Control valve. The events occurring during this
incident were documented on several post-trip reports. A Transient Cycle
Report was generated, LER 413/85-71 was generated and a Trip Reduction and
Assessment Report was generated.

On approximately February 20, 1986, the Reactor Engineer was reviewing the
Transient Cycle Report and noticed that following the Reactor Trip there
was approximately a 3 second time lapse before the Main Turbine tripped at
1347:28 hours. Knowing that Main Turbine trip should occur instantly after
Reactor trip, the Reactor Engineer requested a Staff Engineer to
investigate the discrepancy. His first impression was that there was a
problem with the Events Recorder.

On March 9, 1986, Unit I was shutdown for required maintenance on the
Generator Stator Cooling Water (KG) System (EIIS:TJ). The following
morning, an investigation of the Turbine Trip circuitry was begun. During
the investigation, a blown fuse was discovered in Train B circuitry in Area
Terminal Cabinet 1ATC17. Also, a wire to Train A trip relay BA in 1ATC17
was found to be inadequately tightened to its terminal on the trip relay.
Both trains were declared inoperable, and Tech Spec 3.0.3 was entered. A
Work Request was issued to repair the circuits. A new fuse was installed,
and the screw for the loose wire was tightened 3 to 4 turns. A retest was
performed, and both trains responded with a satisfactory time interval
between Reactor Trip and Turbine Trip. Train A and B were declared
operable, and Tech Spec 3.0.3 was exited.
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During the investigation of this incident, it was also discovered that the

blown fuse and insufficiently tightened terminal lug caused Turbine Trip on
High-High S/G Level and Turbine Trip on Safety Injection to be inoperable.
This is due to the contact from SSPS relay K621 being wired in parallel
with the Turbine Trip Interlocks from the Reactor Trip Breakers.

CONCLUSIONS

This incident is assigned a separate cause code for each train's
inoperability. Cause Code X, Other, is assigned to the inoperability of
Train B Turbine Trip on Reactor Trip due to the failure of the fuse in the
trip circuit. Cause Code B, Design, Manufacturing, Construction /
Installation, is assigned to the loose wire on the Train A Turbine Trip on
Reactor Trip Relay.

Several conclusions can be drawn from a review performed on the Event
Recorder printouts for all Reactor Trips. For Reactor Trips occurring
April 19, 1985, and earlier, no abnormalities for Event Recorder point
ER475, Reactor Trip Causes Turbine Trip, were observed. No time intervals
between Reactor Trip and Turbine Trip were greater than 100 milliseconds.
For Reactor Trips occurring June 13, 1985, and later, ER475 was noticed to
continuously cycle between ALARM and NORMAL following a Reactor Trip
signal. The contacts to alarm ER475 from Train A and B are wired in
parallel. Therefore, the failure of the fuse on Train B would have
prevented its respective contact from alarming ER475. ER475 would then
have to be actuated by Train A. The loose wire connected to Train A relay,
BA, probably caused the point to erratically cycle from ALARM to NORMAL.
Both trains' interlocks were tested on May 24, 1985, per periodic test
PT/1/A/4350/02E, CA, CF, and Turbine Interlock Periodic Test, with
satisfactory results. Therefore, the fuse on Train B cfreuitry blev
between May 24, 1985, and June 13, 1985. During this investigation,
significant problems with a delayed time interval between Reactor Trip and
Turbine Trip were not observed until November 20, 1985, when a .476 second
time interval existed. The Reactor Trip on December 20, 1985, had a 2.910
second time interval between Reactor Trip and Turbine Trip. AA-3/1ATC17 is
a Bussman FNA 1 amp fuse. No data is available in the NPRDS network for
Bussman fuse failure records. Also, this particular failure would not be
reported to NPRDS due to the fuse being part of a non-safety related
circuit.

A review of past work request history for the ITE System showed that relay
BA in IATC17, which had the improperly tightened wire, had not been
repaired or replaced. Therefore, it is concluded that the wire was not
securely tightened during initial installation. Due to being non-safety
related, no QA inspection was performed when the relay was installed.
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Following the Reactor Trip on December 20, 1985, several groups with
responsibility to analyze the events surrounding the trip failed to detect
the 3 second time delay between Reactor Trip and Turbine Trip. The
importance of checking for a short time interval between Reactor Trip and
Turbine Trip has been re-emphasized to the group who has responsibility for
generating the Mini Trip Report. A memo has been routed to all of the
responsible personnel to watch for this and other possible problem areas.
Also, a review will be done on all the past Trip Reports to determine if
any other type problems have gone undetected.

The contact from SSPS relay K621 closes on High-High S/G Level and on a
Safety Injection. Due to this contact utilizing the same Turbine Trip
circuitry as the Reactor Trip Breaker Interlocks, the Turbine Trip
functions of High-High S/G Level and Safety Injection were also inoperable.
Turbine Trip on a Manual Safety Injection signal was tested prior to power
operations. However, Turbine Trip on High-High S/G Level was not tested.
Credit for this test was taken by ensuring that the Turbine tripped
following a Reactor Trip that occurred on April 15, 1985, and obtaining
data that verified the operation of the K621 contact on High-High S/G
Level. The response times of these two functions were added and determined
to be less than the Tech Spec required time of 3 seconds.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

(1) Fuse AA-3/1ATC17 was replaced, and terminal C1 on relay BA/1ATC17 was
tightened.

(2) Both trains of Turbine Trip on Reactor Trip were time response tested
with satisfactory results.

(3) Turbine Trip on High-High S/G Level will be added to PT/1/A/4350/02E.

SAFETY ANALYSIS

The blown fuse in Train B Turbine Trip on Reactor Trip circuit would have
prevented the turbine from tripping automatically when Train B Reactor Trip
Breaker opened. The lug for the wire on Train A trip relay was still
positioned on the terminal screw, when it was discovered not to be
adequately tightened. The loose connection to the terminal made the trip
function slower and more erratic than desired, but did not completely
disable it. Therefore, the turbine tripped when Train A Reactor Trip
Breaker opened. Following the Reactor Trip that occurred on January 19,
1986, no time delay was experienced between the Reactor Trip signal and the
signal to trip the turbine. The 3 second time delay between Reactor Trip
and Turbine Trip on December 20, 1985, was not long enough to cause Main
Steam (SM) (EIIS:SB) pressure to decrease low enough to initiate a Main
Steam Isolation / Safety Injection signal.
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If the wire had been completely removed from the terminal, there was a
possibility of three occurrences. First, the operators could have manually
tripped the Turbine when it was observed that it did not automatically
trip. Second, after approximately 30 seconds, there would have been a Main
Feedwater (CF) (EIIS:SJ) Isolation due to Reactor Trip coincident with low
Tave. This would have tripped both CF pumps and subsequently tripped the
Turbine. Finally, if SM pressure had dropped at a high rate, an SM
Isolation / Safety Injection would have occurred before the low SM pressure
setpoint of 725 psig was reached, due to operation of the lead / lag
controller on the SM pressure transmitters.

The blown fuse in Train B Turbine Trip circuitry would have also prevented
the Turbine from tripping on High-High S/G Level and on a Safety Injection.
The inadequately tightened lug on Train A may have caused a slower response
time for Turbine Trip on High-High S/G Level and on Safety Injection but
probably would not have completely disabled the trip function. If a
High-High S/G Level occurred and the wire on Train A had been completely
removed from its terminal, the CF pumps would have tripped on High-High S/G
Level which would in turn trip the Turbine. For a Safety Injection, if the
Train A wire had been completely disconnected, a CF Isolation would have
occurred which would trip the CF pumps and subsequently trip the Turbine.

The health and safety of the public were not affected by this incident.
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April 9, 1986

Document Control Desk
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Subject: Catawba Nuclear Station, Unit 1
Docket No. 50-413

Gentlemen:

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73 Section (a) (1) and . (d), attached is Licensee
Event Report 413/86-20 concerning both trains of Turbine Trip on Reactor
Trip, High-High Steam Generator Water Level'and Safety Injection inoperable
due to a blown fuse and an insufficiently tightened wire.
This event was considered to be of no significance with respect to the
health and safety of the public.

Very truly yours,

. /

# -T W# ,'

Hal B. Tucker
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'
xc: Dr. J. Nelson Grace, Regional Administrator

; U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
; Region II
'

101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323

.

' American Nuclear Insurers
c/o Dottie Sherman, ANI Library;

The Exchange, Suite 245
! 270 Farmington Avenue I

Farmington, CT 06032'

M&M Nuclear Consultants
; 1221 Avenue of the Americas

New York, New York 10020

| INPO Records Center
Suite 1500
1100 Circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, Georgia 30339

NRC Resident Inspector
Catawba Nuclear Station
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